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Dennis Weatherstone
Although he is one of the nation’s most 
successful and respected bankers, Dennis 
Weatherstone remains as humble as the day 
he began his career as a 15-year-old clerk 
in a London bank. His has been a career 
of achievement through a combination 
of extraordinary talent and consistent 
perseverance.
As he rose through the ranks to become 
chief executive officer and chairman of J.P. 
Morgan, he never lost sight of what is most 
important in life — family, friends and 
community. Mr. Weatherstone has success­
fully balanced business leadership with fam­
ily life, a balance he especially values 
because of his own experience of separation 
from loved ones during World War II.
As a young man he served two years in 
the Royal Air Force and then resumed his 
banking career, joining the foreign exchange 
department of Guaranty Trust, where he had 
first worked as a clerk. When the bank 
merged with J.P. Morgan in 1959, he received 
the first of many promotions. Eventually, he 
moved his family to New York, where he 
became successively J.P. Morgan’s Treasurer, 
then Vice-Chairman, CEO, President and, in 
1990, Chairman of what was then nation's
fifth largest banking company.
During his tenure as Chairman, 
Weatherstone led J.P. Morgan in bold new 
directions, honing the institution’s tradition­
al focus on corporate and merchant bank­
ing, while engaging in aggressive trading in 
Latin American bonds. Today, Mr. 
Weatherstone remains a Director at Morgan, 
as well as at General Motors, Merck & Co., 
the Sloan Foundation, The Royal College of 
Surgeons and the Bank of England. The 
Institute for International Economics has 
honored him by establishing the Dennis 
Weatherstone Chair in International Capital 
Markets. His outstanding attributes as a 
leader and human being led Queen 
Elizabeth to dub him a Knight Commander 
of the British Empire.
He commands admiration and respect 
from all for his calm yet decisive manner. He 
is an individual to whom others turn for 
guidance.
In recognition of an extraordinary indi­
vidual, Sacred Heart University brings honor 
to itself on this 17^ day of May 1998, as it 
confers the degree. Doctor of Laws, honoris 
causa, upon
Dennis Weatherstone
Henry J. Leir
Henry J. Leir is a man whose career in 
gemstones and minerals spans several 
decades in three countries, and whose 
humanitarianism knows no boundaries.
As a young man, Mr. Leir fled his native 
Germany in 1933 when the Nazis came to 
power, and he found a haven in neighboring 
Luxembourg. In 1939, when World War II 
erupted, he and his wife, Erna, immigrated 
to America.
Business successes in New York, as the 
founder of a company importing gem­
stones, did not deter Mr. Leir from remem­
bering the many kindnesses of the 
Luxembourgers. After the war, he was 
instrumental in creating housing for 
orphans, called Children’s Villages, and 
donated to several charities in this small 
nation in the center of Europe.
Through the years, Mr. Leir’s generosity 
has embraced a multitude of charities here 
and abroad; The Ridgefield Foundation in 
New York City, whose interests include edu­
cation and Jewish organizations; the Israel 
Philharmonic Orchestra Foundation, and 
the American Friends of the Israel 
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Mr. Leir continues to spend three days a 
week in his New York office and to reach out 
to Luxembourg. Through a recent initiative, 
a home he built on his property in 
Ridgefield will provide a summer respite for 
Luxembourg children of limited means.
Jacques Lennon, a friend and associate 
for 60 years, describes Mr. Leir as “a diverse 
human being ... strict, a taskmaster, but 
very, very nice.... He’s truly unforgettable.”
In tribute to a special human being. 
Sacred Heart liniversity brings honor to 
itself on this 17^^ day of May 1998, as it 
confers the degree. Doctor of Laws, honoris 
causa, upon
Henry J. Leir
Cheryl Driscoll, RSM
As co-director of the Mercy Learning 
Center in Bridgeport that she helped estab­
lish in 1987, Cheryl Driscoll, RSM, has 
worked tirelessly to ensure that this impor­
tant community organization continues to 
grow and succeed. Her energy and her devo­
tion to serving others are her trademarks.
As a teacher, she worked in inner-city 
schools in the state’s three largest cities — 
Bridgeport, Hartford and New Haven — for 
nearly 20 years. Her assignments included 
serving as Director of Religious Education 
at St. George Parish and as a teacher at 
Sacred Heart/St. Anthony School, both in 
Bridgeport. It was during her years as a 
school teacher that she realized the secret 
plight shared by so many of her students’ 
mothers — that their minimal education 
prevented them from being involved in their 
children’s education.
That was unacceptable to a woman who, 
as a member of the Community of The 
Sisters of Mercy, has faithfully committed to 
her students and their education. Her life 
with these students and their families has 
given her a deep and abiding understanding 
of the poor.
Having graduated from Diocesan
Teachers’ College in Madison with a degree 
in Elementary Education and having earned 
a Master’s Degree in Special Education from 
St. Joseph’s College in West Hartford, Sister 
Cheryl understood only too well the impor­
tance of a good education. She set out with a 
fellow sister, Eileen Boffa, RSM, to make 
education available to inner-city women 
through the Mercy Learning Center.
Beginning with an initial group of three 
women tutored in a single classroom in 
1987, the Mercy Center has evolved into a 
vital educational resource for the women of 
Bridgeport.
Those who know her well say nothing has 
given more meaning to her life than seeing 
the remarkable progress of the hundreds of 
women and families who have been, and 
continue to be, helped by the Mercy 
Learning Center.
In recognition of her extraordinary vision 
and remarkable achievements. Sacred Heart 
University brings honor to itself on this 17^^ 
day of May 1998, as it confers the degree. 
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, 
upon
Cheryl Driscoll, RSM
Eileen Boffa, RSM
During more than two decades as a 
teacher and principal in the inner cities of 
Hartford and Bridgeport, Eileen Boffa, RSM, 
became aware that many of her students’ 
mothers were illiterate. She was disturbed 
by this and knew that something had to be 
done.
So in 1987, Sister Eileen and another 
member of the Community of the Sisters of 
Mercy, Cheryl Driscoll, RSM, visited soup 
kitchens, housing projects and other similar 
venues in Bridgeport to invite low-income, 
adult women to join their new literacy- 
tutoring program. Three women accepted 
and that was the beginning of the now- 
thriving Mercy Learning Center.
With more than 150 volunteers and a 
staff of eight serving hundreds of low- 
income, illiterate women, the Center last 
year moved from its original quarters to an 
unoccupied elementary school building on 
Park Avenue in Bridgeport. Now, it is able to 
serve more women and provide expanded 
services, such as classes in the arts and 
humanities, life management skills work­
shops, cultural events and field trips.
But nothing is more important to Sister 
Eileen than helping women learn to read
and write. Education has been the corner­
stone of her life. A former teacher and prin­
cipal at Sacred Heart/St. Anthony School in 
Bridgeport, she holds a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Elementary Education from the Diocesan 
Teachers’ College in Madison and a Master's 
Degree in Urban Education from the 
University of Hartford.
As co-director. Sister Eileen’s manage­
ment and “people” skills have been critical 
to the Mercy Learning Center’s success. 
Admirers d^cribe her as fiercely deter­
mined and dedicated to the more than 500 
women the center has taught to read and 
write, and to the more than 600 children 
who have been positively influenced by the 
program.
In admiration for an extraordinary 
woman. Sacred Heart University brings 
honor on itself on this 17^ day of May 
1998, as it confers the degree. Doctor of 
Humane Letters, honoris causa, upon
Eileen Boffa, RSM
Academic Dress
Tradition holds that the cap and gown were 
first used in ancient Greece when only 
youths of wealthy parents or those with 
patrons attended school. The wise teachers 
of the time believed that fine clothing and 
jewels should not be worn by the scholar 
but rather, that he should wear the gar­
ments of the workman.
In the United States, the gown commonly 
worn for both the associate and bachelor’s 
degrees has pointed sleeves (with a slit for 
the arm). It is designed to be worn closed. 
The gown for the master’s degree has an 
oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The gown 
for the doctor’s degree has hell-shaped 
open sleeves. All gowns are black and with­
out trimming with the exception of the 
doctor’s, which normally is trimmed with 
velvet, has three bars or chevrons on the 
sleeves and may be in distinctive color(s) 
governed by the school granting that 
degree. Master’s and doctor’s gowns may 
be worn open.
Upon graduation, students of old carried a 
mortarboard showing them to be masons
White
Arts, Letters and Humanities
Drab
Business
Light Blue 
Education
Brown 
Fine Arts
Purple
Law
Crimson 
Media Studies
of the future destined to build empires or 
cities or fountains of wisdom on the firm 
foundation of knowledge. To this day, grad­
uates wear mortarboard caps and gowns, 
symbolizing that they are builders of the 
future.
The history of the hood, with which degree 
recipients are invested, dates back to 13th 
century England. Whether its origin is ec­
clesiastical or secular has never been set­
tled. Hoods are two and one-half feet long 
for the associate, three feet for the bache­
lor’s, three and one-half for the master’s 
and four feet for the doctor’s degree. The 
hood is lined with the colors of the institu­
tion — red and white, in the case of Sacred 
Heart University. The color of the trim 
indicates the academic degree —white for 
arts, letters and humanities (B.A.), golden 
yellow for science (B.S.).
The hoods of those with graduate degrees, 
as well as the tassels on the mortarboards 
of the undergraduates, are often in the 
color associated with the academic field of 
specialization, as follows:
Apricot
Nursing
Dark Blue 
Philosophy
Golden Yellow
Science
Citron
Sociology/Social Work/
Criminal Justice
Scarlet
Theology/Religious Studies
University History — The Seal
The official seal of Sacred Heart University 
was introduced on July 22,1963. It was 
designed by Frank Sullivan, an art teacher in 
New Jersey. Sullivan had been commissioned 
to design the seal by his friend. Dr. Maurice 
J. O’Sullivan, Sacred Heart University’s first 
academic dean. The original pen and ink 
hangs in the diocesan museum at The 
Catholic Center in Bridgeport.
The original seal consists of a shield, 
a surrounding wreath of hearts 
and flowers, the symbol of 
the Sacred Heart, and the 
inscription “Universitas 
Sacri Cordis” in large let­
ters on the outside of 
the seal and “Dioecesis 
Bridgeportensis, 1963” 
on the inner circle.
The shield consists of a 
dexter — the right hand side of 
a shield (the left as seen by the viewer)
— and a sinister — the left hand side of a 
shield (the right as seen by the viewer). The 
dexter impalement bears, according to cus­
tom in ecclesiastical heraldry, the jurisdic­
tional arms of the Diocese of Bridgeport.
The sinister impalement displays the per­
sonal coat of arms of The Most Rev. Walter 
W. Curtis, S.T.D., the founder of Sacred Heart 
University and the second bishop of the 
Diocese of Bridgeport. By joining these arms 
to the Diocesan impalement on the same 
shield, the spiritual union of a bishop with 
his see is heralded.
The dexter consists of a bridge above wavy 
bars, which forms a worthy specimen of
canting arms or “armes parlantes” of which 
the medieval heralds were so fond. Canting 
arms sing out and proclaim the name or 
office of the bearer. The bridge is an appro­
priate symbol for the Diocese of Bridgeport. 
The wavy lines beneath the bridge represent 
water in heraldry and afford an adequate 
expression of “port” in the name of the city. 
The Cross of Our Faith above the bridge dig­
nifies the other symbols and identifies the 
coat as that of a jurisdiction of the 
Roman Catholic Church.
The sinister impalement
is based on that of the 
Irish Curtis family, 
which consists of hori­
zontal bars, surmount­
ed with a central bar of 
checks. To differentiate 
these family arms and 
make them unique to Bishop 
Curtis, two lozenges (diamond­
shaped objects) have been taken from the 
coat of the Cqstello family to honor the bish­
op’s mother. The crescent, the symbol of Our 
Lady under the title of the Immaculate 
Conception, is substituted to signify the 
years that Bishop Curtis spent as a professor 
of moral theology at Immaculate Concep­
tion Seminary. The shield on the Sacred 
Heart University seal bears most of the im­
palements of Bishop Curtis’ coat of arms, 
minus the colors and a few symbols.
Sometime in the early 1980s, the wreath of 
hearts and flowers was changed to a simple 
wreath of laurels, probably the result of a lib­
eral designer’s handiwork to make the seal 
more readable in a reduced size.
University History
^The O^ame
Sacred Heart University was founded in 1963 by the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the 
second bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport, to provide an institution of higher education that 
would serve the needs of the people of the diocese and region, regardless of their sex, race, 
creed or religion.
In October 1962, Bishop Curtis announced both the plan to open a college the following 
September, and its name, “Sacred Heart.” The choice of name had a dual origin: it was the 
name of the Bishop’s first pastorate in Bloomfield, N.J., and was a pledge from the Bishop 
attesting to the value of such an institution.
cTHission
Sacred Heart University is a co-eduational, independent, comprehensive institution of higher 
learning in the Catholic intellectual tradition whose primary objective is to prepare men and 
women to live in and make their contributions to the human community.
The University aims to assist in the development of people who are knowledgeable of self, 
rooted in faith, education in mind, compassionate in heart, responsive to social and civic 
obligations, and able to respond to an ever-changing world. It does this by calling forth the 
intellectual potential of its students, nurturing each one’s spiritual and moral growth, and 
deepening in them a sense of social responsibility. The University is committed to combining 
education for life with preparation for professional excellence.
Sacred Heart University is Catholic in tradition and spirit. As a Catholic university, it seeks 
to play its appropriate role in the modern world. It exemplifies in its life the Judeo-Christian 
values of the God-given freedom and dignity of every human person. Inspired by the ecu­
menical spirit of the Second Vatican Council, Sacred Heart University welcomes men and 
women of all religious traditions and beliefs who share its concerns for truth, scholarship, 
the dignity of the human person, freedom, and the betterment of human society. It values 
religious diversity as enhancing the University community and creating opportunities for 
dialogue in the common search for truth. Through its curricular and co-curricular activities 
and campus ministry programs, the University provides the context in which students have 
the opportunity to appropriate in a critical fashion their own religious traditions.
Sacred Heart University challenges its students to think critically, analyze carefully, evaluate 
with a sense of justice and proportion, and convey conclusions in an intelligible and articu­
late fashion. The University provides the environment in which its students can develop the 
aesthetic dimension of life by nurturing their abilities to imagine, create and appreciate. It 
assists students to acquire their responsibilities as conveyors and creators of culture and 
family.
As a community of teachers and scholars, Sacred Heart University exists for the pursuit of 
truth. It joins with other colleges and universities in the task of expanding human knowl­
edge and deepening human understanding. It encourages and supports the scholarly and 
artistic work of its faculty and students. Further, it has a responsibility to share its resources 
and its special gifts and talents for the betterment of the human community. All members of 
the University community are strongly encouraged to participate in the wider community 
through service to others, especially the poor.
From its founding, the University has been recognized for its caring approach to students. 
This approach expresses the University’s belief that each student is born with a unique set 
of qualities and skills. It respects the personal and academic freedom of each of its members 
while at the same time fostering a genuine experience of community. By so doing, it creates 
the environment in which each person in the University shares in common goals and a com­
mon commitment to truth, justice and concern for others.
The cTldace
During the Middle Ages, the wood mace clad in metal was an effective weapon in 
battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed 
into a symbol of dignity and authority.
The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th century English and 
French kings; by the end of the 16th century, they were used widely by officials of English 
cities and towns. Today, the use of the ceremonial mace is found in the British House of 
Parliament, carried before ecclesiastical dignitaries and in university and college commence­
ments and convocations.
The Sacred Heart University Mace traditionally is carried by the senior tenured faculty 
member and represents the President’s responsibility as the chief academic and 
administrative officer of the University. Commissioned by President Anthony J. Cernera, 
Ph.D., to mark the University’s 25th commencement, the mace is made of rosewood, 
mahogany, walnut and bronze.
^radmie S^lcademic upwards
College of JArts & Sciences
Religious Studies
Academic Excellence: Nancy Rogers
Chemistry
Acadcmie Excellence: Teresita Lopez-Valcarcel 
Academic Excellence: Carl Wcigand 
Leadership Service: Carl Weigand
Computer and Information Sciences 
Academie Excellence: David Tkacs 
Outstanding Graduate Research: David Tkacs
College of lousiness
Business Administration 
Leadership Service: Mark Block 
Academic Excellence: William Kiedaisch 
Academic Excellence: Catherine Lauro 
Aeadcmie Excellence: Traey Maus 
Academic Excellence: Amy Peterson 
Academic Excellence: Stephen Ruiz 
Academic Excellence: Theresa Scinto 
Academic Excellence: Dawn Spring
Business Administration - Health Care
Academie Excellence: Wilma Fogarty 
Leadership Service: Wilma Fogarty 
Academic Excellence: Kenneth Walker
College of Sducation & Uieolth ^Professions 
Education
Outstanding Master’s Project; Nocllc Aronson 
Dr. Thomas J. Pepc Award for Educational Leadership: 
Sharon Epplc Bcitcl 
Academic Excellence: Teresa A. Carroll 
Outstanding Graduate Research: Katrina G. Coaklcy 
Outstanding Administrative Practicum: Joan DiMattco 
Leadership Service: Flora Goodloc 
Outstanding Performance in Field Placement: Beth Flattcrman 
Academic Excellence: Julie Luby 
Outstanding Graduate Research: Julie Luby 
Dr. Thomas J. Pepc Award for Educational Leadership: Paul Lucke 
Outstanding Performance in Field Placement: Savannah Metcalf 
Outstanding Performance in Field Placement: Frances Norton 
Leadership Service: Henry Rondon
Nursing
Academic Excellence: Rosemarie Kovac 
Leadership Service: Rosemarie Kovac 
Outstanding Performance in Field Placement: Caren Silhavey 
Outstanding Graduate Thesis; Maura Woodward
njyTidergradmie iS^^lcademk (Sewards
College of Slrts & Sciences
Department of Art & Music
Art
Medal: Bonnie M. Glovaski
Department of Biology 
Medal: Colleen McGrath 
Certificate: Erin Dymek
Department of Chemistry & Physics
Chemistry
Medal: Jessica E. Clark 
Certificate: Jennifer L. Robb 
Certificate: Debra L. Peterson
Department of Computer Science
Computer Science 
Medal: Sherman Corning III 
Certificate: Judi L. Osterberg
Programming 
Medal: David J. Circlla
Department of Social Sciences
Criminal Justice 
Medal: Catherine Alday 
Certificate: John June
Social Work 
Medal: Heather Alberti
Sociology
Medal: Jason Mazaik 
Certificate: Amy Quartarone
Department of Global Studies
Medal: Hitomi Osako 
Certificate: Kristen Lutz
Department of History & Political Science
History
Medal: Michele Mannino 
Certificate: Peter Trenchard
Political Science 
Medal: Brian A. Young 
Certificate: Denis M. Reo
Department of Language, Literature & Media Studies
English
Medal: Elizabeth Meagher 
Certificate: Dawn Duclos van Dam 
Certificate: Susan Giovacchino
Media Studies 
Medal: Alicia McKinney 
Certificate: Vanessa Filonow 
Certificate: Cheryl Casey
Modern Foreign Languages 
Medal: Tanya M. Pallo
1
Department of Mathematics
Medal: Bao Tran 
Certificate: Shaun-Marie Scott
Department of Philosophy & Religious Studies
Philosophy
Medal: James E. Molgano 
Certificate: Nadhim Frangul
Department of Psychology
Psychology
Medal: Karen DiPrete 
Certificate: Helen Meagher 
Certificate: Susan Bailey Gannon
[Honors [program
Certificate: Cheryl Anne Casey 
Certificate; Vanessa J. Filonow 
Certificate: Matthew Fortney 
Certificate; Merideth A. Huffman 
Certificate: Jason Michael Mazaik 
Certificate: Timothy P. Sheahan 
Certificate: Jason Tetreault 
Certificate: Brian A. Young
College of business
Department of Accounting
Medal: Tai Wu 
Certificate: Deborah M. Tait
Department of Economics
Medal: Diego Arias-Carballo
Department of Finance
Medal: Florent Lachaut 
Certificate: Kathleen C. Bailo
Department of Legal Administration
Medal: Yvonne M. Mitchell
Department of Legal Assistant
Medal: Daria Cummings
Department of Management 
Medal: Nancy Scimeca 
Certificate: Thomas L. Riley
College of Sdacation & ZHealik U^rofessions
Department of Education
Sandra Nobili Book Award: Monica C. Forget
Program in Medical Technology
Medal; Abigail Nazario
Department of Nursing 
Medal: Deena Abbate 
Certificate; Eryka Mack 
Florence Nightingale Award: Aaron Carpenter 
Florenee Nightingale Award: Katja Sjoblom
Respiratory Care Program
Medal: Christian Ayala
Certificate of Clinical Excellence: Julien Ebbri
njLniversiiy College
General Studies Baccalureate Program 
Medal: Kristen A. Reilly 
Certificate: Richard Loffredo
Associate Degree 
Medal: Arnold J. Jeanetti 
Certificate: Norma Iris Morales Garcia
JAMetic A)eparimerU
John A. Croffy Student/Athlete Academic Award 
Brian A. Young 
Cheryl Anne Casey
[Tionor Societies
(graduating senior members)
Alpha Kappa Delta
International Sociology Honor Society
Kimberly A. Buzzcll 
Jason Michael Mazaik 
Amy Quartarone 
Layla M. Showah 
Tara Wilson
Alpha Phi Sigma
Criminal Justice Honor Society
Ryan S. Alcott 
Melissa A. Antonio 
Jill P. Beaudoin 
Leticia M. Crespo 
Matthew A. Durfee 
John June
Francine N. Laflamme 
Patrick James Meyers 
Kevin M. O’Malley, Jr. 
Edwin A. Page, Jr. 
Thomas Phrampus 
Jason C. Scanlan 
Andre T. Thepenier 
Mario A. Torres, II 
James M. Viadero 
Christopher W. Williams
Alpha Sigma Lambda 
National Continuing Education Honor 
Society for Part-Time 
Undergraduate Adult Students
Jeffrey H. Allen 
Jennifer Knowles Amrose 
Linda Anderson 
Jamie F. Antonucci 
Randi Faith Bailey 
Kathleen C. Bailo 
Nancy Ellen Barber 
Mary A. Bardugone
Marilou Beck 
Joseph A. Bentivegna 
Lenorc L. Bjorlin 
Eva Bourkc 
Robyn Bowers 
Susanne Patricia Callanan 
Leticia Camacho 
David J. Circlla 
Shawna N. Clyburn 
Kenneth P. Coppola 
John F. Daly 
Alice P. Dccossard 
Melissa Dennis 
Gregory J. DeSanti 
Paul Dudeck 
Katharina Maria Ebert 
Patricia M. Fahey 
Linda Sue Feller 
Bonnie Sharnick Filakovsky 
Nadhim T. Frangul 
Norma Iris Morales Garcia 
Gwendolyn Askew Garnett 
Ronald Garofolo 
Linda M. Gentile 
Arthur T. Gerckens 
Nicole M. Giacobbe 
Gail Gibbons 
Debra Gilbert Taylor 
Sandra Wilchinsky Goldbeck 
Eric Hendrcn 
Denise Y. Henegain 
Greta W. Hoffmann 
Lena A. Higgott 
Paula M. Hurlock 
Kathryn M. Imperato 
Julie P. Isaac 
Apolonio U. Isla 
Arnold Joseph Jeanetti 
Staci Janush 
Dawn A. Kelly
Maureen S. Kraten 
Heather Lamson 
E. Bonnie Lindsay 
Kristine Lohrman 
Sharon Lowcry-Moorer 
Marva Lupe 
Kent David MacFarlane 
Rebecca A. Martin 
Richard Marusa 
Joseph F. McGee 
Marianne V. McDonough 
Theresa Kathleen Mcany 
Maureen Elizabeth Mengold 
Martha A. Miller 
Yvonne M. Mitchell 
Jenifer A. Mooney 
Filomena Q. Moura 
Nilda H. Muniz 
Peter L. Najjar 
Jillian M. Nester 
Georgia Busch Nostrand 
Judi L. Osterberg 
Shcron E. Palmer 
Gabrielle Anna Paris! 
Marie E. Phillips 
Nancy Pino 
Shelley A. Poirier 
Patrice Bryant Pollard 
Dawn Marie Ramie 
Darryl Razzaia 
Jennifer Elaine Reid 
Paul W. Roberts 
Rosemary Roselli 
Kristy Schiavo-Breden 
Luke Gianni Sessa 
Heather Ann Thurston 
Susan M. Tocco 
Mary Lou Weeks 
Linda M. Wetherbee 
Danielle M. Wilson 
Amy Sara Wypychoski 
Gail Yacker-Daunis
Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Scholastic Honor Society
Deena Abate 
Betty Balseca 
Kelly Carrano 
Jennifer Centopanti 
Lois Ciccarelli 
Patricia Clarke 
Shawna Clyburn 
David Egloff 
Brian Falcone 
Jonathan Fried 
Lydia Gargiulo 
Lena Higgott 
Greta Hoffmann 
Felicia Izzo 
Joyce Johnson 
Heather Lamson 
Susanne Lee 
Erin Lehaney 
Kimberly LeFebvre 
Marva Lupe 
Victoria Macchio 
Michele Mannino 
Jason Mazaik 
Deborah McGuigan 
Abigail Nieves-Nuzario 
Gina Norelli 
Denise O’Hagan 
Kevin O’Malley, Jr. 
Karen Perham 
Debra Peterson 
Patrice Pollard 
Denis Reo 
Melina Rincon 
Rosemary Roselli 
Nancy Santclla 
Nicole Schmidt 
Kenneth Shelinsky 
Dorota Sienko 
Jonathan Silhavey 
Dana Stewart 
Peter Trenchard 
Lisa Marie Williams 
Brian Young 
Peter Trenchard 
Lisa Marie Williams 
Brian Young
Delta Mu Delta 
National Honor Society for Business 
Administration
Jennifer L. Bocchino 
Carmine Caparaso 
Mary Davis
Nicole Dennis-Lawrence 
Sharon R. Duban 
Georg G. Grassmueck 
Michele T. Guertin 
Thomas F. Hickey 
Kathleen A. Kovalik 
Renata Milewski 
Maria Paula Morales-Estay 
Paul Morider 
Christopher W. Mottola 
Jane Ellen Porter-Stefanowicz 
Holly Ragoza 
Pasqualina Ricbio 
Georganne Rossi 
Nancy Scimeca 
Sandra Spence 
David Vogel 
Diane E. Whitebread 
Peggy P. Zalkind
Lambda Epsilon Chi
National Paralegal Honor Society
Karen C. Bull 
Daria Cummings 
Bonnie L. Filakovsky 
Gail Gibbons 
Kimberly LeFebvre 
Deborah A. Massiah 
Yvonne M. Mitchell 
Rose Murphy 
Dana R. Stewart 
Mcrti Swanson Fox 
David W. Vogel
Phi Alpha Theta, Phi Iota 
Chapter
National Honor Society for History
Michelle Mannino 
Sara Taylor 
Peter Trenchard
Psi Chi
The National Honor Society in 
Psychology
Kelli Abate 
Ashley Aimctti 
Rieko Asano 
Timothy Aucoin 
Brent Butler 
Christine Canonica 
Deanna Cusumano 
Colleen Dcmirgian 
Adriannc DiDonno 
Karen DiPrete 
Kathryn Folchick 
Debra Gilbert Taylor 
Jennifer Gillespie 
Kevin Horgan 
Merideth Huffman 
Joyce Johnson 
Michele Krosnick 
Victoria Macchio 
Helen Meagher 
Jason Mazaik 
Gina Norelli 
Denise O’Hagen 
Diana Poliak 
Melissa Ragozzine 
Rosemary Rosclli 
Lynn Segedin 
Rebecca Siwicki 
Vanessa Tallcouch 
Allison Tonner 
Carla Torre 
Jasmin Whalen 
Allison Willigar
Psi Sigma Iota
International Foreign Language 
Honor Society
Timothy G. Aucoin 
Yasmin Betances 
Christine Canonica 
Cheryl Anne Casey 
Timothy J. Galligan 
Edward L. Khmelnitsky 
Tanya M. Pallo 
Melissa A. Ragozzine 
Katja M. Sjoblom 
Stephanie Smith 
Bao Q. Tran 
Eric A. Wood
Sigma Theta Tau
International Nursing Honor Society
Deena S. Abbate 
Mary A. Bardugone 
Kelly K. Carrano 
John F. Daly 
Kathleen T Horkhcimcr 
Kathryn M. Imperato 
Julie P. Isaac 
Eryka B. Mack 
Theresa K. Mcany 
Tracey B. Ouellette 
Diana Perugini
CanMaksfor ^radmtion
The following does not constitute an official graduation list.
The students listed here were candidates for the degree or honor indicated at the program printing deadline.
College of Gducation & 
[Tiealih ^Professions
Professional Certificate
Administration
Sue M. Aberbach *
Miriam Isidro Arango *
Carol M. Belli #
Bruce F. Blake *
Sandra Lee Blanchette *
Johanna P. Btelsford *
Steven L Brunetti *
Teresa A. Carroll 
Jerry A. Davis'
Denise Davis-Resonina *
Suzanne G. Easterly *
Jessica 0. Ellis *
David Lawrence Fenn * 
Annamaria Gamberdella *
Joan Mulally Gardner 
Kerri Kathleen Haynes *
Bess Hill *
William Joseph Hull *
Barbara Elizabeth Jones 
John P. Jones *
Neil A. Kavey #
Richard William Kosta #
Julie Luby
Nancy Ellen Macione *
Gail Maher *
Susan 1. McDonald *
Cynthia Elaine Mello *
Alice C. Mokrzewski *
Barbara J. Myer #
Kathy P Pfister 
Mary E, Pullan *
Daneen Loprinze Roth *
William C. Slocum *
JoAnn Savino Smith *
Mary G. Sokol #
Trema L. Voytek *
Thomas Searight Whitmoyer 
Marsha B. Willhoit * 
Andrew Brian Zolov #
Advanced Teaching
Kathleen A. Coogan *
Maureen M. Epps 
Lynn E. Fowler
Post Master's Certificate
Family Nurse Practitioner 
Artee Anjali Srivastava 
Jill Marie Zabit
* August 1997 Graduate
# December 1997 Graduate 
MBA awarded in Luxembourg 
June 1997
(c) Cum Laude 
(m) Magna Cum Laude 
(s) Summa Cum Laude 
(h) Honors
College of iS^rts & Sciences
Master in Science 
Chemistry 
Bongjun Choi *
Mark E. Johnson *
Teresita Lopez-Valcarcel #
Lynn Mulloy Whitney #
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Keith J. Castor 
Jimmy Ma 
Dale M. Roberts 
Carl Weigand
Master in Science 
Computer Science 
Maria E. Chao 
David Tkacs #
Eric Valcarcel
Master of Arts 
Religious Studies 
Pamela Anne Arsenault 
John Jay Mann Jr. #
Nancy Louise Rogers
College of business
Master in Business 
Administration
Business Administration
Claudette Annmarie Allen *
Leonidas Aloupis #
Kim Angermann (h)
Myra Babina
David A. Bacchiocchi Jr. * (h) 
Margaret M. Barnes (h)
Nancy Ann Barrett *
Michael W. Beers *
Laurie Ann Bellico *
Mark P. Block It 
Salvator P. Boccuzzi ♦
Mary Louise Brannigan # (h) 
Anthony David Bria Jr.
Frank C. Briganti 
Kathryn Smith Brzoska 
Suzanne Mary Burzynski * (h) 
Jeffrey H Caldwell *
Carmine V. Caparaso 
Sandra V. Capellaro # (h) 
Barbara Carron *
Rolande M. Champagne * 
Michael J Cleary 
Unity Arnee Collins 
Louise Marie Comeau 
Paul Anthony Coudert #
Karen J. Cyrus *
Kathleen M.L.C. De Cuypere-Impens ** 
Flavio DeFreitas *
Nina J. DiFrancesco # (h) 
Michele Marie Cogan Dingwall * 
Judith M. Eckert * (h)
Linda M. Edson 
Marcia Y. Edwards *
John Kieran Egan Jr. #
Leigh Anne Eigo # (h)
Jerilyn Marie Esposito # 
Kenneth Bruce Eyman # 
Thomas R. Fasteson #
George M. Fedor III *
Kelley Jean Felner *
Christina Fernandes 
I Ralph J. Fico 
Lizabeth L. Fogarty * (h)
Shawn L. Foster #
Aaron L. Foust *
Martin Blaise Frazier 
Karen L. Furlong # (h)
Tina K. Gabriel #
Sarny A. George *
Eveline P. Gerard *
Albert J. Gilligan 
Michele Nowinski Gioia * (h) 
Richard C. Giordano *
Nadine G. Gockley (h)
Joel Golding
Miguel Marques Gomes ** 
Michele Tracey Guertin (h)
Teresa Maria Hall 
Jennifer D. Hammond 
Jean-Lucien Hardy (Luxembourg) 
Judy Haskins Conde
Claude Have ** Keith R. Mueller #
Gerardo Hernandez Kenneth Bernard Murphy
Arlene Hernandez * Thomas E Neeley “*
Richard David Hoffman * Andre Nicolas **
Glenn William Houck # (h) Christos Nikou #
Sue H. Ing * Robin Ann Olah *
Michele Jenco * Karen McAuliffe Olencki # (h)
Deitra P. Jones ^ Geanne E. Peloso *
Nicholas Kalapos # Anna-Louise M. Peters #
Paporn Kaveewatcharanont ** Amy M. Peterson (h)
Robert H. Kendrick Jr. # (h) Brian J. Picard ‘
Asif Idris Khan ** Roger Pierre# (h)
Gregory Sean Kimmel Joseph John Puma Jr. # (h)
Ellen Jean Kintop * Mary Elizabeth Quinn #
Maria Koukourakis * Lisa J. Radle-Godkin (h)
Rosemarie Kovac (h) Lisa Marie Riccelli *
AmyL.Kraeger (h) Michael P. Riccio
Patrick D. Labranche ** Pasqualina C. Riccio
Betty Carolyn Lacy-Belenchia Patricia A. Rist
Peter Tryon Landry # (h) Nancy Ristaino-Hoag *
Catherine M. Laura (h) Meredith Robinson # (h)
Dorothy J. Lay * (h) Robert E. Rosa Jr. * (h)
Seng H. Lee Jody James Rossi *
Robyn D. Lefkowski # Georganne Rossi
Michael Charles Lello * (h) Toni Ann Rotondo (h)
Matthew Light # Brenda J. Rowser *
Kenneth Joseph Lisk * (h) Joseph Rubbak *
Thomas Stephen Long * Brian Patrick Ruddy *
Christopher Maertens * Robert A. Russo *
Judith A. Magness # Robert J. Rychlik # (h)
Stanley M Malone * Sherry Marianne Sabillon *
Thomas J. Marcella Regina D. Salazar
Giacomo D. Masone * James J. Sake #
Maciek J. Matejak Hala Chahid Saliba *
Karen Elizabeth Matera * (h) Ralph R. Sanna it
Vincent A. Matteis Jr. # Nancy J. Scharrett-Allgauer
Tracy R. Mans Beth A. Schwalbe #
Paula Chapla Mavricz * (h) Christine B. Scianna * (h)
Pamela D. McClain Anna Marie Scinto ’
Mark E. McGeehan # Rosemarie E. Scioletti *
Regina Elizabeth McGrath
Maria da Gloria Mendes Magalhaes Peres
Jonathan P. Shea *
Jankowitz ** * August 1997 Graduate
Paulo R. Braile de Menezes # # December 1997 Graduate
Jason Kenneth Micholovich ** MBA awarded in Luxembourg
Darrin J. Mills # (h) June 1997
Lillian Mogford * (c) Cum laude
11 Chool Moon * (m) Magna Cum Laude
Lisa Ann Morin (s) Summa Cum Laude
Margaret 1. Morin # (h) Honors
Lisa Dionne shea * (h) 
Matthew J. Singer #
Charles Sliva *
Gregg Slowik# (h)
Jennifer Elaine Small *
Michael Joseph Smeriglio # 
Merilyn Rose Smith *
Paula Susan Smith *
Marcelo Pizzo Sorato * * 
Anthony Speare ‘
John Edward Speiser 
Berndt Ray Sperher * *
Patrick Piyapong Srisura *
Susan J. Stalling 
Adam M. Stark #
Fredric Roger Strauss 
Cheryl Swanson 
Anthony Nick Tarzia # 
Kathleen Ann Testani # (h)
Dana K. Thibodeau 
Christina L. Tomasco * 
MaryAnn Pierzga Travitz * 
Ernest C. Tsorvas 
Glenn D. Turner # (h)
Sunil Vali
Ann Caseria Valus * (h)
John R. Vavra 
Domenic Vecchiarelli # 
Anthony James Ventricelli # 
Henry J Ward 
Marian Downer Warren # 
Charito A. Yangson (Luxembourg) 
Susan Bilden Zinkwich * (h)
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Feroze Aslam 
Karen Quinn Beeman 
Jennifer Ann Garcia 
Helen T Garwacki 
Karen E. Gooley 
Haile Mariam Goshu 
Brian Stephen Harvey 
Piera lori 
Curtis Irby 
Dawn Spring Juricic 
William Andrew Kessler 
William M Kiedaisch 
Joseph V. Krekoska 
Jennifer A. Lutter 
Valerie Ann Mason 
Andrew Fitzgerald Morris
Cherida L. Nodebe 
Mary Ann O'Connor 
David Perrotti 
Gretchen Roick 
Kelly Cort Russell 
Hans Richard Schmid 
Jennifer Ann Shivy 
Antonette Terenzio 
Pasquale Tomaino 
Sherri I-Ping Ton 
Elisa Tristancho 
Kim Elizabeth Venezia 
Kenneth D. Walker 
Pauline Wallner 
Margaret A. Walsh 
Laurie A. Wirth 
Jennifer Ann Zupcoe
Master in Business 
Administration
Health Administration
Wilma H. Fogarty (h)
College of Sducation & 
[Health U^rofessions
1
Master in Business 
Adm inistra tion
Luxembourg Program
(Will receive degree July 6,1998)
Leon Mathieu 
Jean-Luc Nosbusch 
Hans Richard Schmid
Master of Arts in Teaching
(Wholefield Learning)
Education
Lori Bender *
Ashley Clow *
Gwen Arlene Cook *
Patricia M. Harkins *
Lisa Ann Jensen *
Marianne Johnson * 
Mary K. Kennedy * 
Theresa Kirk * 
Debra Levine * 
Patti Mattera * 
Mary Murphy » 
Myrna Ortiz * 
Michelle Pavano * 
Kristina E. Ramos * 
Natalie Kay Scholl * 
Lynn T. Siebert * 
Joyce Ann Sinay 
Pamela H. Strollo 
Carla Tischio * 
Debra Wells * 
Laura Ann Whitty *
Master of Arts in Teaching
Education ^
Eric R. Ambler #
Michael Anquillare *
Eileen Antalik 
Mary-Louise Antiuk #
Noelle Aronson 
Robin Elizabeth Ausanka 
Alison Louise Aymerich 
James D. Barrett 
Joan C. Barry-Parris 
Darryl M Bassett 
Jennifer Marie Bayly 
Christopher B. Bennett #
Nichole Lynn Beverly 
Penny B. Bianchini 
Cheryl J. Biekert *
Irene Donna Binkoski 
Cheryl Bitzer *
Andrea Borchetta 
Beth Ann Boulter *
Matthew Thomas Boyle 
Christy B. Boyrer *
Kimbely A. Burkle 
Kimberly Ann Burkle 
Robyn Ann Burns #
Nicole Anne Burroughs 
Alana M. Callahan 
Julie A. Canty *
Kimberly A. Cassette #
Kelly Cassidy *
Cara Marie Cicconi *
Kevin R. Clark 
Katrina G. Coakley 
Dorothy Rose CoUetti ^ 
John Joseph Curley # 
Jennifer L. Danis * 
Thomas DeFelice * 
Lynda DelMonaco * 
Guy F. DeMasi 
Arline Demet * 
Deborah L. DePierro # 
Erika B. DiGiovanni * 
Thomas R. Dillon 
Nancy J. Dineen 
Linda Doyle-Cassidy 
Shadee Dumas # 
William H. Dwan III * 
Lauren M. Ellis * 
Diane M. Faiella *
Jo Ann E. Farrell * 
Carolyn A. Fedeli * 
Jeffrey J. Ferri *
Jamie Caroline Fortmann * 
Marcie Lyn Fraser * 
Danielle Gagnon # 
Katie Marie GaUagher * 
Helen R. Galvin * 
Linda Anne Garner * 
James C. Gibbons III 
Robert M, Glassman 
Brian Francis Goggin * 
David GoUsneider * 
Flora M. Goodloe 
John Wesley Graham III 
Beth A. Green 
Lynn Theiler Grills * 
Michael Anton Grosche * 
Tina Marie Grove 
William H. Halmeck 
Jennifer Lynn Hanley * 
Mary Crawford Hanna 
Edward P. Harrison
* August 1997 Graduate
# December 1997 Graduate
•'* MBA awarded in Luxembourg 
June 1997 
(c) Cum Laude 
(m) Magna Cum Laude 
(s) Summa Cum Laude 
(h) Honors
Russell Thomas Hart # 
Beth Hatterman 
Susan Lynn Chenail Hawes 
Paula L. Healey * 
Francis J. Henderson Jr. * 
Kenneth C Hine * 
Patricia Hird *
Susan P. Hoin * 
Kathryn Horne 
Bruce D. Hrozenchik *
H. Thomas Huben #
Amy Danielle lacomacci 
Pamela A. Izzo # 
Bridget M. Joyce # 
Matthew Craig Kaminski # 
Rebecca Kendzior 
Erica Ann Killion 
Alison Kistler
Catherine Ryan Kolakowski * 
Amy Johns Lacey * 
Tammy Anne Land 
Adriana Larchevesque 
Linda K. Larsen # 
Loretto Horrigan Leary *
Jill Ann Leonard 
Dennis Patrick Leszko * 
David Allen Lewis 
Dane L Lewis 
Rebecca Ligi *
Michael Carmine Limone *
Renee Christine Marlow Look 
Jodi Robyn Lovallo # 
Diane Lundien * 
Sandra L. Mackowski * 
Debora A. Mainstruck * 
Ellen B. Maloney * 
Mary-Beth B. Marchand * 
Peter J. Martin *
Debra Sharon Masliuk # 
Karen Lee Mason 
Gail Alice Matheson * 
Dana Mathews 
Dana Matte 
Donna Marie Mattos 
Katherine L. May * 
Terence J. McAuliffe * 
Darlene L. McCabe * 
Bridgette Lynn McCarthy * 
Katherine A McNeil # 
Fatos Safet Meka *
Cheryl Ann Melillo * 
Rebekah L R Melville 
Amy Meyer 
Mary Michaels *
Laura B. Mikucki # 
Stacey Anne Miller 
Ann R Minor
Michelle Lyn Mokrzewski * 
Deborah A. Moylan * 
Jerome Murphy 
Wendy Braun Muschett * 
Jennifer J. Neumeyer 
Diana Nicola *
Sharon Kay Nicolaus 
Robin G. Nielsen 
Catherine F. O'Keefe # 
Paula Kaleen O'Neil * 
Megan E. O'Rourke * 
Laura Ann Oravetz 
Christopher David Ozmun 
Karl L. Palmgren #
Maureen Manavas Paquette * 
Melissa Lill Patane # 
Bernadette E. Pavlowski * 
Frances Victoria Pierson # 
Shannon Marie Plank * 
Karen Plant 
Stacy Lynn Pleau # 
Michelle Lyn Podraza * 
Amy Lee Pulito * 
JoanTllizabeth Pursell * 
Kathleen Fahy Quinn 
Mindi Leigh Rappoport 
Mary Jeannette Reeves # 
Barbara Celeste Regan 
Lucy A. Regan
Katherine Lynn Clarke Reilly * 
Janet Mercandetti Ricci 
Marion E. Richard 
Cynthia Rohr 
Cindy Rohrig 
Henry Rondon 
Lisa A Ryan *
Terry Samokar
Robert Andrew Samudosky * 
Julie Bellico Savino 
Amanda Adele Schaper *
Beth Maria Schoonbeek-Paris 
Paul Seymour # 
Michael A. Sgoutas *
Lisa S. Sharpe 
Bryant Scott Sheldon * 
Kathleen Souza #
Laura Steinert 
Barbara E. Strashun *
Amy Lynn Stratos 
James Struzinsky #
Kathryn A. Studwell 
Vickie Lynn Summa *
Mario Eve Tarbox *
Kristin A. Taylor 
Carla D. Thompson *
Heidi Lee Todd *
Shelley Ann Tomey #
Amy L. Toth Geckeler 
Jean Tramontano *
Judith Ann Valeri 
Denise Vellone *
Beverly Verner *
Colleen Walker 
Remi Weed '
Kelly Hughes Wheeler 
Linda S, Whiteley-Foster #
Glenn S. Williams *
Jennifer Anne Wujcik *
Dawn Elizabeth Zambory 
Joseph Anthony Zaremski Jr. *
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Michele Bonitatibus 
Garrick S. Campbell 
Georgia Cottrell 
Holly Bennett David 
Claudine Therese DeRosa 
Linda C. Donnelly 
Meghan Elizabeth Farley 
Catherine Rebecca Gold 
Earl A. Graham 
Kerry Ann Hoffman 
Paige Demarest Kellogg 
Tisha Marie Markette 
Heather Lynn Murkett 
June M. Quartuccio 
Melissa Anne Sadlon 
Lori Ann Walker 
Alice Elizabeth Wilson
Master of Science in Nursing
Family Nurse Practitioner 
April Davis
Heather-Ann Ferrillo # (h)
Patricia Ann Shatney *
Maura Jane Woodward
Master of Science in Nursing
Nursing 
Judy Geib Badia 
Deborah K. Cavalier 
Rosemarie Kovac # (h)
Sally Kay Maglione *
Janet B. Marseglia 
Christine E. Pasiakos 
Pamela Sanders 
Caren J Silhavey 
Kathleen Von Hofe
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Carol A. Cappella 
Sally R. Dalton
College of JArts & Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Art
Scott J. Antifonario 
William David Decker Jr. It 
Mark Anthony DiGiovanna 
Bonnie Marie Glovaski (s)
Jason C. Guiditta 
Boyoung Kim *
Naomi Kimura 
Marc E. Kozak 
Nora E. Mayorga 
Michael Rodriguez 
Carmen Lucia Solares 
Nobuaki Tsukada
Bachelor of Science
Art
John C. Bender 
Janexie Cordero 
Anthony J. DeCilio “*
Jessica Mattera #
Craig Matthews 
Darren Thomas Mawdsley
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Bertrand Reyes Estrellado 
Richard C. Gore
Bachelor of Science
Biology
Kathy Maria Augustyn (m) 
Melissa Bailey 
Jennifer Barone 
Jessie Brosseau(m)
Marisa Cadenazzi 
Jennifer Mary Caggiano 
Jennifer Danette Cislaghi # 
Maureen Erin Collins (m) 
Michael Corpus(c)
Erin Elizabeth Dymek (m) 
Geoffrey R. Gamache 
Amber Lee Hague 
Valerie Hau
Thomas Joseph Hogrefe 
Michelle Danielle Imre *
James Ryan Johnson 
Nadia Twanna Kendall 
Stephanie Ann Marchand 
Colleen Marie McGrath (s) 
Sainbow Ndow #
Floyd Anthony Neil 
Melinda Nicoletti 
Meredith Marie Nilsson (c) 
Karen LeAnn Perham 
Lesley May Pincince #
Dennis John Power II 
Victor Rijos #
Melina Rincon(c)
Antonios Sakalis 
Kenneth Sedlock *
Erica Paige Silva 
Stephen David Soroka (m) 
Angela St.Louis * (c)
Jeremy K. Stewart 
Jean-Claude R. Tetreault 
Sarah M. Wells
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Peter Handforth Carlow 
Panayiota K. Chirigos 
Christina M. Davilli 
Rony D. Sanon 
Stacie Ann Stadnicki 
Raymond D. Turner IV
Bachelor of Science
Chemistry 
Jennifer Barrett Baker 
Mark A. Caron #
Jessica Erin Clark (s) 
Alexandria Rita Dohme * 
Kendra L. Heriot (c)
Debra Lynn Peterson (m) 
Jennifer Lynn Robb (s)
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Paul F. Amazan
Bachelor of Arts
Computer Science
Eddie Cisneros 
Olinka Otoshi
Bachelor of Science
Computer Science
Brian Lorin Banet 
David D. Blanchard # 
Thiraphong Chanla 
John Michael Chepren 
David J. Cirella (m)
Kenneth P Coppola # (m) 
Sherman Corning, III 
Arthur G. DeGaetano, II 
Yelena G. Dressel *
Herb Forger
Jonathan Alphonse Fried (m) 
Wilbert Gedeon 
Natalie A. Goessinger # 
Christopher Harry 
Edward L. Khmelnitsky #
Richard D Marry #
Roy Mathew 
Nilda Muniz 
Qieryl A. Ninno 
Judi L. Osterberg (m)
Donald C. Osvay 
David A. Piccirillo 
Rene A. Sanchez 
Lalantha Siriwardene 
Maureen Ann Slater # (s) 
Pamela Francine Thomas *
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Annette Grant 
Korea Hinostroza 
Mary Lou Weeks
Bachelor of Arts
Criminal Justic^ 
Damian G. Cherry 
Leticia Marie Crespo 
Francine Nicole Laflamme 
Kevin Michael O'Malley Jr. (c) 
Lupersio Perez 
Simone Marie Poutot 
Asami Sakamoto 
Christian A. Sifuentes
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Catherine Alday
Bachelor of Science
Criminal Justice 
Ryan Sherwood Alcott 
Melissa A. Antonio 
John Armstrong 
Jill P. Beaudoin (m)
Jennifer Black 
Steven James Carroll * 
Anthony John Cocco 
Matthew L. Cripps #
Joseph Steven DeVylder # 
Claudia Patricia Diaz * 
Michael J. Dombrosky *
George Lawrence Duffy, IV 
Matthew A. Durfee 
Jody Festa
Howard Reginald Fields Jr. *(m)
Adam Dale Fuller 
Michael James Galluzzo 
Edgar Graham *
Derek P. Happas *
Sheree Higgins *
Thomas J. Howard 
John June(m)
Marla Jean Kaluzny 
Marc E. LaBrecque #
Rebecca A. Martin #
Patrick James Meyers 
Edwin A. Page Jr.
Nathan K. Prusi (c)
Michael E Russo
William Henry Sampson Jr.
Jason C. Scanlan #
Robert J. Shreders Jr. #
Michael Silvestro #
Jennifer Stark #
Andre T. Thepenier 
Christopher Wayne Williams 
Matthew James Wirth *
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Monique Belisle 
Michelle Delgado 
Mario Alberto Torres II 
James M. Viadero
Bachelor of Arts
English
Dawn Ann Anderson 
Jessica Leonor Bahamonde # 
Terence S. Batycki 
Dawn P. Duclos (s)
Robyn Dee Ferguson #
Nicole Ann Fieschel (c)
Maria Gaudioso 
Theresa M. Hickey 
Amy R. Kells
Erin Kathleen Lehaney (c)
Lora Anne Marcella 
Tracy M. Reilly 
Theresa A. Schremmer 
Dana Maria Weldon *
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Stephanie Smith
Bachelor of Science
English
Jennifer Kathleen Bouchard * 
Christopher E. Gensur #
Marika Georgiou *
Arthur T. Gerckens (m)
Susan Giovacchino(m)
Douglas M. Knowe 
Jo Ann M. Liptak 
Elizabeth Meagher(s)
Melissa Lynn Nahas 
Patrick Robert Schiller 
Nicole M. Schmidt (m)
Claudia Elizabeth Soldiviero 
James A. Thomson (also Political Science Major) 
Marissa Monet Zarrelli #
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Timothy J Leonard
Bachelor of Arts
Global Studies
Kristen T. Lutz #
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Patrizia Massaro 
Linda Massaro 
Rieko Okubo 
Hitomi Osako
Bachelor of Science
Global Studies
Mihoko Shin *
Bachelor of Arts
History 
Craig M. Baker 
Dana Edwards 
Frances Calka Norton "{s)
Peter Thomas Trenchard (c)
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Denise Chantal Garlet
Bachelor of Science
History
Michael Donnelly *
Christopher Scott Jones 
Michele Mannino 
Elenna Mihalakopoulos #
Kevin A. Schock 
Sara Elizabeth Taylor
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Joseph Avino
Bachelor of Arts
Mathematics 
Peter Joseph Cofrancesco 
Christine Perkins
Bachelor of Science
Mathematics
Ann Marie Albert
Adam T. Frank (also Computer Science Major) 
Margaret Mary Fleinrich #
Deirdre M. Hynes 
Sbaun-Marie Scott(m)
Bao Quoc Tran (s)
Bacjielor of Arts
Media Studies 
Martha Shanley Burke 
Cheryl Anne Casey # (s)
Joseph A. Collett IV ♦ 
Lamount Deaderick *
Joel Felicio
Vanessa J. Filonow (s) 
Matthew Fortney(m)
Thomas S. Guerrera *
Yukiyo Koita *
Wayne M. KosminofT 
Courtney Lamb(m)
Alicia Y. McKinney (s) 
Danielle Marie Nolan (c)
Karen Kathleen Stedman 
Justin Marc Venech
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Lauren Elise McKinley
Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Science
Media Studies
Franklin J. Buckley Jr. #
Bruce Holger Carlson 
James Robert Heffernan 
Paul B. Kraehling 
Philip McDonald *
Joseph P. McGuigan 
Sharon M. Nagy (c)
Richard Charles Raupp III 
Jonathan Silhavey(m)
Corinne Anne Waldheim #
J. Bradley Wilson
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Wendi Michelle Plescia 
Michael J Vigeant
Bachelor of Arts
Philosophy 
Nadhim T. Frangul 
Thomas Nicholas Haber *
Bachelor of Science
Philosophy 
David Christian Gearwar 
Thomas C. Jachimczyk
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
James Edward Molgano
Bachelor of Arts
Political Science
Joshua S. Cole (m)
Lauren Marie Koester 
Rose Jennifer Murphy (m) 
Thomas Phrampus 
Alison Jayne Sessa 
Kirsten M. Shattuck 
Timothy P. Sheahan # (c)
Jason Tetreault(c)
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Patricia D. M. Clarke
Political Science 
Robert John Antonellis 
Andrea J. Augustinsky 
Bryan Maurice Chong *
Brett A, Dillingham ♦
Brian Micena 
Robert G. Pickering 
Denis M. Reo (m)
Brian A. Young (s)
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Holly L. Price
Bachelor of Arts
Psychology
Kelli Jeanne Abate (m)
Nilsa Ivelis Alvarado 
Timothy G. Aucoin (c)
Monica Balogh 
Lori Jean Barone
Yasmin Betancesjalso Spanish Major) 
Jennifer M. Cassell *
Dana Marie Colson * 
Adrianne Marie DiDonno (m) 
Karen Anne DiPrete # (s) 
Orlando Fonseca 
Monica Catherine Forget 
Andrew A. Foster *
Susan Bailey Gannon(s) 
Leonard P Gonzales 
Paula Jean Gorman *
Carla Noelle Ann Gray 
Kerry Ann Kelly *
Gina Ann Norelli (c)
Adriana Norena 
Deborah Lyn Paduano 
Tracy Ann Pereira *
Diana Poliak
Melissa Ann Ragozzine (c)
Erica Singleton #
Rebecca G. Siwicki (m)
Carla Marie Torre (m)
Lisa Ann Tucciarone 
Eric A. Wood
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Michelle L. Babuscio 
Caroline Redgate 
Jason Velazquez
Bachelor of Science
Psychology 
Ashley Marie Aimetti 
Melissa Lynn Amore 
Jodi Joyce Andrews * 
Analida Xiomara Antonio 
Tricia Leigh Arnini 
Rieko Asano 
Daiana Alves Baptista * 
Colleen Barbara Barr 
Janice Marie Barrie 
Corinne D. Bell 
Lynette Therese Berger * 
Johanna Kristen Berry * 
Marla Bienvenida 
Jesse Robert Biggins 
Nicole Bilodeau 
Barbara Jean Bogue 
Kristen Alyn Bonnett 
Sergei Bouteneff 
Charlene Brockenberry 
Jhasson V. Brooks *
Brent Richard Butler (c) 
Susanne Patricia Callanan # (s) 
Christine A. Canonica (m) 
Cheryl Ann Capozziello 
Erica Leigh Carlson 
Jennifer L. Carter *
Anne Marie Chipowsky 
Jennifer Lee Cicone 
Lisa Ann Colavito 
Courtney Jean Colombo 
Deanna Lynne Cusumano 
Jennifer Lynn Della Ripa 
Lisa A. DelPriore 
Colleen Arsina Demirgian 
Nicole Christine DiGiusto 
Brian Timothy Dolan 
David Crosby Douglas 
Michael Francis Dow 
Heidi Lynn Dripchak 
David R. Egloff (s) 
Aimee Falcon #
Brian R. Falcone (c) 
Sandra L. Fausel * 
Aimee Hope Flaherty 
Kathryn M. Folchick 
Jennifer Ellen Ford 
Jennifer L. Foster
Donald McKinney Fowler 
Veronica Theresa Francisco 
Travaras Jermaine Geter * 
Debra Gilbert Taylor # (s) 
Jennifer Lee Gillespie 
Lisa Marie Grassi 
Karen Marie Gunther 
Shannon Goss Heald 
Christie Heck 
Kevin R. Horgan 
Merideth A, Huffman 
Felicia Ann Izzo # (c) 
Yolanda Altman Jackson # 
Maria B. Jensen # (m) 
Joyce Vivian Johnson (c) 
Kelly Jordan # 
Angela M. Koning 
Jennifer Ann Kotkin 
Michele Elisa Krosnick (m) 
Meredith Louise Lammens 
Tara Jeanne Landry # 
Denise Marie Lindmark 
Joseph F. Lombardo 
Paul William Lucke * (c) 
Victoria Lynn Macchio (s) 
Susan Marie Maclsaac 
Kristy L. Maier 
Lee Joseph Maiorano # 
Neil Allen McClure 
Karen Michelle McDougall 
Andrea McGuire # 
Helen Meagher # (s) 
Stephanie L. Moniz * (m) 
Jillian M. Nester 
Shannon 0. O'Hagan 
Denise M. O'Hagan (c) 
Laura Pazmandi “ 
Matthew Pendleton 
Andrew M. Pernice Jr. 
James Derek Pierson 
James J. Prior * 
Jennifer Elaine Reid 
Darryl Reome * 
Maria F. Ribeiro # 
Brian Rivera # 
Rosemary Roselli(s) 
Jeffrey D. Sabatini * (m) 
Lynn Segedin(m) 
Gina Marie Serluca 
Jody Mary Sheehan
Carmela Sibilia 
Michael Joshua Simms 
Jaclyn Joy Sison 
Corinne Lynn Snyder 
Gregory P. Srebotnik 
Vanessa Tallcouch 
Thomas S. Tedesco 
Suzanne C. Thompson 
Allison Mary Tonner (c)
Mark P. Velazquez 
Jasmin J. Whalen (m)
Allison Marie Willigar 
Timothy Sean Wolfe 
Jon R.Yackmack
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Bradford David Duhancik 
Jennifer Ann Fiorino 
Tracey Jones 
Colleen Anne Keimedy 
Catherine A, Nicholson 
Heather M. Niquetle 
Matthew L. Sauer 
Yoshiyuki Tsubokawa
Bachelor of Arts
Religious Studies
Andrea Musante Parker *
Bachelor of Arts
Social Work 
Jessica Gonzalez 
Anne M. Lopresti 
Lauren Diane MacPhee 
Kimberly-Lynn McNally(c) 
Emily Moon 
Lucie L. Passaro *
Danelle Perrone 
Cynthia Sue Pfeifer 
Alece Richardson 
Patrick David Sheehan
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Robin L. Kath
Bachelor of Science
Social Work 
Heather Elisabeth Alberti (m) 
Alyson Sara Bernier 
Amy Marie Bingle *
Laura L. Blakely *
Jennifer E. Centopanti 
Maureen Hartnett Diggin 
Lourdes Gonzalez 
Kerri Ann Kelly 
Lynne A. Kulakowski 
Lauren A. Manheimer 
Karen L. Minifie #
Pamela Pfarr
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Cara L. Broussard
Bachelor of Arts
Sociology 
Rebecca Cherie Frank *
Johanna Rose Knapik
Jason Michael Mazaik (also Psychology Major) (m) 
Constance K. Mosesian 
Amy L. Quartarone 
Layla Marie Showah
Bachelor of Science
Sociology 
Kimberly Ann Buzzell 
Kerry Anne Damanti 
Desi Imetovski 
Shelley A. Poirier #
Tara Marie Wilson
Bachelor of Arts
Spanish
Tanya Marie Pallo (s)
Suzy P. Soares
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Danny Silva
College of H^usiness 
Bachelor of Arts
Accounting
Laura C. Reda # (c)
Jermaine Abraham Johnson 
CJiristoplier A. Kelly 
Robert J. Kovacs, Jr. 
Nicole J. Sanchez 
Jeffrey David Smith 
Helen C Tamourides 
Morris Thompson
Bachelor of Science
Accounting 
Rory James Alex 
Michael A. Arone *
Collette Mary Broggy 
Karen Campbell(m)
Jose De Guzman 
Theresa DiGiovanna 
Gwendolyn Askew Garnett # (c) 
Greta W. Hoffmann (m)
James Christopher Hood 
Adnan Khaliq 
SengChanh Khenmy 
Elena Park LaFrance 
Sharon Lowery-Moorer 
Mark Lynch(c)
Tracey Miniter *
Marlon A. Morgan 
Filomena Q Moura 
Nichole Muscarella *
Peter L. Najjar (m)
Scott C. Niele
ICaren Lynn O'Donnell Palange 
Danille Marie Pellegrino 
Lisa Diane Peters 
Gino A. Pettinella 
Sarah Breuer Pikikero *
Jon Powers 
Philip G Richards 
Antonio Roma 
Amy A. Romano 
Melissa Frances Spath 
Deborah M. Tait 
Tai Wu(s)
Greta B. Yazbec *
Doris A. Zarkar
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Achille V. Battaglia 
Kimberly A. Geraci
Bachelor of Arts
Business Administration
Leticia Camacho # (c)
Mark S Carlson 
Christopher Costello 
Jose Antonio DeLeon, IV 
Timothy James Galligan 
Paula M. Hurlock #
Alexis Mong Kang 
Edward H. Laurent *
Tiffany Day Lozada 
Carlos Ismael Mojica Jr.
Maura Ellen O'Connell * 
Earthalee Reed #
Sarah Ellen Scarry *
Bianca Katherine Souto *
Merri L Swanson * (s)
Stephen M. Twarosch 
Tracy Lyn Wilson
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Jaime Calorossi 
Floyd Gray III 
Nicole M. Phenix
* August 1997 Graduate
It December 1997 Graduate
** MBA awarded in Luxembourg 
June 1997 
(c) Cum Laude 
(m) Magna Cum Laude 
(s) Summa Cum Laude 
(h) Honors
Bachelor of Science
Business Administration 
Lisa Alberico 
Jeffrey H. Allen #
Teresa M. Ambrosini # 
Jennifer Knowles Amrose # 
Shirley M. Anthony 
Jamie F. Antonucci (c)
James R. Archer 
Daniel Arena #
Ranch Faith Bailey # (m) 
Dawn W. Boatswain 
Heather Frances Boccanfuso 
Laura H. Butcaris (m)
Jon A. Campbell 
Joseph Hugo Corselli 
Sharon Daniel #
Gregory J. De Santi 
Christopher Jay Deardof^ # 
Teresa 1. Dechane #
Melissa Dennis # (m)
Jayson A. Eastman 
Katharina Maria Ebert (s) 
Herbert D. Edmondson III * 
Wendy G. Eibsen # (s) 
Bonnie Sharnick Filakovsky # (s) 
Joseph E. Fini *
Ola M. Fisher 
Richard J. Fontana, Jr. 
Marguerite Garbien # 
Nicole M. Giacobbe #
Ron S. Gniadek #
Leslie Greene *
Heather Leigh Greening 
Dalia G. Hafez 
John H. Hart Jr.# 
Matthew Helm 
Douglas E. Hempstead * 
Denise Y. Henegain 
Christina Marie Hopley * 
Apolonio U. Isla
Joanne Elizabeth Jaworoski * (s) 
Valerie J Johnson *
Eric E. Kempton * (c) 
Cynthia Agnes Knopick 
Patricia Kathleen Kurowski (c) 
Brian Michael Lawn # 
Keith Daniel LeBlanc # 
Kimberly LeFebvre(c)
Jaime E. Lopez 
Diana T. Louime 
Kent David MacFarlane # (c)
Jennifer Ann McCue 
Kadianne F. McGregor 
Trisha B. Michel #
Yvonne M. Mitchell (s)
Yoshiko Mizuno #
Luz M. Montoya *
Jenifer A. Mooney #
Sean P. Morrissey 
Mary Katherine Nelson (c)
Lisa Lin Niedermeier * (m)
William E. O'Donnell Jr. #
Kathryn F Paris!
Kathleen D. Paskus #
Patrice Bryant Pollard (m)
Christine Joanne Rando #
Thomas J. Reilly III 
Thomas L Riley * (m)
Allen Michael Sailer *
Iwona Sarapata *
Nancy Scimeca(s)
Terry Scott #
Michelle Eve Sheridan 
Dana R. Stewart 
Heather Ann Thurston 
Roderick Toppin *
Dominick M. Valente 
David L Wargo 
Marcia H Weglarz
Janine Olivia Williams (also Finance Major) 
Danielle M. Wilson #
Amy Sara Wypychoski #
Kevin D.Yee 
Vincent Yesenosky *
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Kelly A. Charkales 
Jennifer Rose Colman 
Marilia Curral
* August 1997 Graduate
# December 1997 Graduate 
MBA awarded in Luxembourg 
June 1997
(c) Cum Laude 
(m) Magna Cum Laude 
(s) Summa Cum Laude 
(h) Honors
Alice P. Decossard 
Maria Dos Anjos 
Paul Grub (also Finance Major) 
Diane P. Hanna 
Jeffrey Robert Heinz 
Matthew J. laricci 
Linda M. Kiyak 
Dave Kolesar 
Dia L. Lozinak 
Marva Lupe 
Sharon Nadia Maxwell 
Anissa Martine Rizzi 
Michael J. Russo (also Finance Major) 
Luke Gianni Sessa 
Claudette Hope Alliette Thompson 
Andrew Charles Tienken 
Konstantinos Tsirakidis 
Carly Rose Wiesniak
Bachelor of Arts
Economics
George Abi-Nakad *
Diego Arias-Carballo 
Christopher K. Herr
Bachelor of Science
Economics 
Jason Caesar Colapinto 
Eric Coltin Gauthier *
Bachelor of Arts
Finance
Roberto Estrada (also Business Major) 
Florent P. Lachaut (also Business Major) (m) 
Jeffrey B. Pfalzgraf, Jr.
Bachelor of Science
Finance
Roberto Aberasturia *( also Business Major) (s) 
Brian Scott Alexander 
Betty S, Balseca 
Nancy Ellen Barber # (c)
Keith J. Cummings (also Business Major)
Judy Ann Dabb(also Business Major) 
Salvatore A. Ferrajina *
Peter J. Flora (c)
Mark C. Gregory 
Jeanette C. Hauschild 
Eric Hendren #
Maureen S. Kraten # (also Business Major) (c) 
Raymond Leonzi, Jr.
Leonor R. Madeira (also Business Major) 
Kenya Monique Moales-Byrd # (also Business 
Major)
Kevin L. Mulvihill (also Business Major) 
Sheron E. Palmer 
Lyn Marie Petrucci *
Steven T. Pilla
Jeffrey Allen Sobieraj (also Business Major) 
Ivette Zuniga * (m)
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Kathleen C. Bailo 
Shawna N. Clyburn 
Pamela Louise LoPiccolo 
Norman C. Riley 
Brian Patrick Tobin 
Seth Tuths
Bachelor of Arts
International Business
Arizbet Arredondo #
Mardia Collins #
Ana Mariela Gandara Pira # (s)
Angela J. Gibson *
Jaline Henao-Arango #
Hans Manfred Korponai *
Teuta Lluhani(c)
Kresimir Lozina *
Erna Iris Olafsdottir *
Amanda Phrakousonh 
Dorota Sienko 
Luz Andrea Vasquez
August 1998 Candidates in Attendance 
Magdalena J. Mars 
Isabel Sofia Teixeira
College of Sducation & 
[Tieallh U^rofessions
Bachelor of Science
Medical Technology 
Maria C. Buckmir It 
Abigail Nieves-Nuzario (s)
Bachelor of Science
Nursing
Deena S. Abbate (s)
Mary E. Allen 
Mary A. Bardugone # (m) 
Linda Boccialetti 
Christine Borowy 
Eva Bourke (c) i 
Aaron Edward Carpenter # 
Kelly Carrano 
Carol A. Ceruzzi #
Jennifer Leigh Collins 
John E Daly 
Amy N. Daniels #
Donna Donovan *
Stephen M. Doyle 
Brian Cameron Doyle 
Cherish M. Elovecky * 
Patricia M. Fahey #
Linda Sue Feller 
Deborah A. Gilbey #
Leo Paul Gonzales 
Naomi Rose Elizabeth Hickey 
Kathleen T. Horkheimer (m) 
Julie P. Isaac # (c)
Darken L. Jack 
Dawn A. Kelly (c) 
Lyudmila Kolova 
Kelly Esther Lague 
Eryka Beth Mack (m) 
Theresa Kathleen Meany # 
Crystal Miller 
Tamara Jane Normand 
Georgia Busch Nostrand (m) 
Tracey Beth Ouellette (m) 
Diana Perugini 
Marianne Procyk
Kim M. Reynolds *
Lois Emilia Shellhorne 
Kari Silver 
Katja Maria Sjoblom 
Kirsten Yarson Wagner # 
Kathleen A. Woods *
Cynthia L. Zetye 
Michelle Marie Zuron
Bachelor of Arts
General Studies
Linda M. Gentile #
Gustavo E. Ruiz Jr. ‘ 
Katherine Ann Sproviero #
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Dana Claire Scinto
Bachelor of Science
General Studies
Richard Loffredo(m)
Ann Marie McNerney 
Michael F. Minicus 
Stacie E. Pohlman * (c)
Kristen A. Reilly (s)
Phyllis K. Selig 
Joseph Vincent Vitale Jr.
Seth Michael Weinstein 
Colleen Wicklund *
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Maureen Elizabeth Mengold
nXnxversiiy College
Associate in Arts
General Studies 
Marjorie G. Barnett * 
Marilou Beck # 
Elizabeth Binder # (m) 
Candida M. Borges 
Gregg Alfred Burke * (m) 
Robert F. Carroll 111 * 
Mary Ann Carroll
Richard G. Costanzo 
Daniel J Craw 
Helene Rina Dellert 
John David Doherty # 
Thomas Donnelly * (m) 
Brenda L. H. Dye *
Judith A. Felix
Norma Iris Morales Garcia (s) 
Ronald Garofolo
Sandra Wilchinsky Goldbeck # (c) 
A. Michael Harrington # 
Laura Frances Hildebrand 
Jayne Hodosi #
Staci Janush # (s)
Arnold Joseph Jeanetti (s) 
Robert F. Kanuch # 
Leonora Regina Karczewski # 
Kazimierz M. Kochanowicz # 
Michael Thomas Kupec # 
Vivian Lee #
Danielle Marie Lee # 
Kathleen Lembo #
Paul Loiacono (posthumously) 
Lina S. Lucarelli # 
Kimberly A. Lucas 
Richard Marusa # 
Marianne V. McDonough # (m) 
Joseph F. McGee (c)
Mark Moran
Gabrielle Anna Parisi (m) 
Bernadette M. Pietraroia # 
Nancy Pino # (m) 
Christine M. Pozefsky # 
Cynthia Profeld *
Dawn Marie Ramie (c) 
Darryl Razzaia 
Teresa Ribeiro-Tahan * (s) 
Adriana Rivera 
Paul W. Roberts # (m)
John A. Sanza HI
Lawrence George Shamaly * (m) 
Sandra Staples *
Sheila M. Thomas #
Erma D. Torian-Canty 
Lisette Frances Tuccinardi 
Giacinta A. Buzzeo Vitti 
Linda M. Wetherbee 
Diane E, Whitbread * (s) 
Warren White #
Debra Wycoff 
Gail Yaeker-Daunis # (m) 
Ronald F. Zezima (m)
Karen A, Zuklie *
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Sally A. Norman
Associate in Science
Computer Science
Robert W. Kindulas (s)
College of n^usiness
Associate in Science 
Paralegal Studies
Paralegal Studies 
Karen C. Bull 
Debbie Lee Carleton 
Joseph Hugo Corselli 
Daria Shaw Cummings (s) 
Venoal M. Fountain Jr.
Gail Gibbons # (s)
Joan M. Gilbertie ‘
Joyce M. Gindra 
Kimberly M. Lefebvre 
Tiffany Marie Lenz (m)
Tiffany Day Lozada 
Juliann Macri #
Timothy Raymond McGee # 
Yvonne M. Mitchell(s)
Rose Jennifer Murphy(m)
Ann Proffitt * (m)
Tracy M. Reilly 
Eunice Rivera *
Dana R. Stewart 
Tracy LynWilson
August 1998 Candidate in Attendance 
Deborrah Massiah
College of iS^rts and Sciences
College of Gducation & 
[Tiealih ^Professions
Associate in Science
Respiratory Care 
Christian Julian Ayala (s) 
Jennifer A. Caamano * 
Michele C. Cizmazia 
Julien C. Ebbri 
Thomas W. Gerwien *
Sherri Anne Hart 
Liz Ivette Rodriguez
#
(c)
(m)
(s)
(h)
August 1997 Graduate 
December 1997 Graduate 
MBA awarded in Luxembourg 
June 1997 
Cum laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors
